
 

 

 The final phase of collapse of the USA and of the 
pluto-imperialist reset continues almost as planned. 
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"Almost", because my previous article concluded provisionally by leaving open the possibility for the USA 
of a societal suicide in one or more internal and/or external wars, but another possibility has just appeared, 
the one of a takeover of their internal situation by the US federal army. 

Let’s look at the facts : while Texas and 17 other states have threatened secession if the electoral situation 
is not cleaned up quickly, the US Supreme Court has refused to play its constitutional role as an arbiter. It 
rejected the demands of these states and official bodies which challenged the presidential election of 03-11-
2020, and the electoral commission endorsed yesterday 14-12-2020 the rigged results of the election. In these 
circumstances, since he can no longer rely on the established regulatory bodies, present President Donald 

Trump has only one effective constitutional solution: the martial law, what he has 
apparently already planned and prepared, by reorganizing the Pentagon’s manage-
ment since early November 2020. He would just follow the example of his predeces-
sor, Abraham Lincoln, in the first North American Civil War. But is it credible ? 

To avoid a second secession and/or a second civil war, Trump can demonstrate, 
with supporting evidence, an "unusual and extraordinary threat to the national secu-
rity of the USA", linked to an internal and external conspiracy. As a result, he can 
entrust the federal army with both the containment of order, the organization of new 

elections, and the judicial treatment of the conspiracy and fraud. 

This includes in particular arresting the main seditious (judges, governors, parliamentarians, etc.) and re-
assigning the federal security services to "permanently clean up the swamp", as Trump promised during his 
first election. All this without excluding retaliatory measures against the external accomplices of the conspir-
acy (among which are some Chinese high leaders) and from there, serious risks of war, possibly opportune 
nevertheless for restructuring the economy and civil society of the USA. If Trump does not do this, the pro-
cesses already underway of secession and civil war will follow their course towards the worst outcome. 

Meanwhile, while this former hegemonic empire is weakened and prevented by its internal troubles, the 
residual pluto-imperialist forces (with their historic Anglo-Zionist nucleus of the City of London) seem to want 
to try to temporarily regain a tactical advantage, and some strengthened positions. Their main decision-mak-
ers do not want to let pass a final window of opportunity while Western popular resistance is growing stronger.  

So they stage their apparent power. But without success, since even the G20 2020 vintage, electronically 
held from 21 to 22 Nov. 2020 in Ryad, revealed only a sad summit of hypocrisy, typical of the current political 
climate, with an assumed denial of the real gravity of the ongoing economic and civilizational crisis, shrouded 
in an insipid mix of politically correct Western clichés. 

Since there were no binding measures, each participant was able to go for free in the most politically cor-
rect direction of the moment, without practical consequences. And the Eastern resistance (China and Russia 
in the lead) took the opportunity to publicly show appearances of right-thinking and soothing, in the sense 
desired by the Western pluto-imperialist block, so as to let it complete its self-destructuration without any 
slowing down or pretexts of clashes. They will do as well at the end of January 2021 for the WEF reset. 
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Thus, the self-destructuration follows its course, since behind the appearances, as in the past when the 
Roman Empire fell, some involved communities are already taking advantage of the incapacity of the former 
hegemon, to extend their own influence. It is the time of a new each for himself, each at home, and for me 
first, during which the main historical European countries (Germany, France, and England) take advantage of 
the situation to increase their relative importance, even their leadership, in the European mosaic, while con-
tinuing to follow the pluto-imperialist agenda. 

But in front of this, revelations and analyses are multiplying in Western civil society to determine the risks, 
maneuvers, and the previously unimaginable state of corruption of the involved main operators. Resistance is 
thus mutating to increasingly active forms of rebellion.  

And by this pressure, mediatic, psycho-social, and technocratic ramparts begin to crack, to the point that 
all available pro-system mercenaries are mobilized, including many hitherto underground moles, that are 
emerging, to help bridge the flaws and fissures of an antisocial edifice that is increasingly under threat. While 
Pope Francis reiterates his support for the pluto-imperialist globalist program, combining the big reset, the 
Covid19 and its vaccinations, wild immigration, etc., special armed forces (especially British) are mobilized to 
counter the main popular protests in Europe and elsewhere. The reactions to the French documentary Hold-
up were particularly symptomatic of this mobilization, with strong denigration and impediments, until the 
psychiatric incarceration of an expert who testified in the documentary, without forgetting revocations and 
trials against others. Worse, assassinations of diverse inde-
pendent whistleblowers are multiplying. 

In this securitarian forward flight, everything or almost 
seems to be done to mentally wear out the populations, step 
by step, by testing and then each time exceeding the apparent 
limits of tolerable. The main instrument of stress and psycho-
social conditioning is obviously the false Covid19 pandemic, 
with its restrictive public measures, as absurd as they are 
excessive, preparatory to a big yet already dead-born great reset, by which its organizers continue to try to 
impose despite everything a new transhumanist eugenics, by applying pseudo-vaccines that characterize 
instead a gene therapy of apprentices sorcerers, but which, in passing, allow to draw off and siphon once again 
huge sums from the public budgets of subverted countries. 

  Be that as it may, in spite of this last vicious pillage of collective resources, and because a logic of legitimate 
societal self-correction has been irreversibly activated, the end of this sinister adventure is near, after a prob-
able phase of liberating violence, which is becoming as inevitable as salutary. 

I therefore conclude with this article, at this end of December 2020, the follow-up and analysis of this 
period of major societal transition, confirming my previous presentations, and giving you an appointment 
when it will be possible to rebuild. sY groups have already begun to prepare and secure our opportune rede-
ployment. In the meantime, while remaining cautious and far-sighted, strengthen yourselves and do not de-
mobilize. 

Bon courage and good luck to all of you. We will need it. 

  

                                MC  
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